The ideal Permeable Concrete for surface and storm water management
Permeable Concrete, Lindum Homes, Warwickshire
THE CHALLENGE
Lindum Homes were developing a small residential estate containing 20 homes. They wanted a permeable surface pavement and car parking area for residents.

The ground was heavily clay based and in poor condition which meant there was an increased risk of movement from the permeable blocks, causing slip and trip hazards as well as increased maintenance costs.

OUR SOLUTION
The client wanted to use a permeable block solution so our permeable concrete provided a stabilisation layer before the blocks were laid. Due to an increased permeability rate this creates a superior base layer that will increase longevity of the materials performance.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
Including a permeable concrete layer within a blocks solution alleviates the likelihood of the blocks moving under traffic. This reduces the risk of trips and falls while helping to maintain the lifespan of the final product.

For more details contact your toppmixpermeable@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218